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2. 
THE EAST G  INSTEAD Soc IETY 

The Society was founded in April 1968 to protect and improve the 
amenities of East Grinstead and its environs. 	The town has a long 
history and a unique architectural heritage, and represents a trust 
placed for the time being in the hands of our generation. 	It should 
be our concern to ensure that such contributions as we in our turn 
make are worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future. 
The strength of such a society lies in the extent to which it can be 
seen to represent public opinion: the larger its membership the 
greater its influence will be. 

The Society arranges regular meetings for talks, discussions and 
films and produces a Bulletin of its news and articles of local in-
terest three times a year. 	In May 1969 it produced a special report 
on the High Street conservation area which has been well received as 
the basis for formulating future policy. 	It has also been very act- 
lye in making representations to the local authorities on planning 
matters, influencing, for example, the treatment of the site in front 
of Sackville College. 

MEMBERSHIP 

The subscription is 10 shillings a year (additional members in 
the same family 5 shillings) to be renewed on 1 January every year, 
except by those joining at or after the A.G.M. in the previous year. 
If subscriptions have not been received by 31 January reminders will 
be sent. 	If they have still not been received by 28 February a 
final reminder will be sent in May instead cf the Bulletin. 	If 
there is still no response membership will be cancelled. 	Subscript- 
ions should be sent to the Treasurer, Barclays Bank, East Grinstead- 

A copy of the Society's constitution is available on request. 

PRESIDENT 	Mr I.D.MARGARY, M.A.,F.S.A. 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Chairman 	Mr 
Vice-Chairman Mr 
Treasurer 	Mr 
Secretaries 	Mr 

Councillor E.RUSH 
KNOWLES, B.A.; Mr 
THAT-R. 

PUBLICATIONS 

P.D.WOOD, 29 High Street, East Grinstead. 
B.C.THOMPSON, Nenthorrie East, Ashurst Wood. 
B.CASTLETON, Barclays Bank, East Grinstead. 
& Mrs S.W.RUDEL, Peredur Home School, E.Grinstead. 

AN; Mrs M.L.DEMPSTER; Mrs W.INGWERSEN; Mr S.F. 
M.J.LEPP.ARD, M.A.; Mr S.PAGE Mr K.PETERS; Mr S. 

Matter for the Bulletin should be sent to Mr M.J.Leppard, 150A, 
London Road, East Grinstead, the hon. editor. 

Unsigned contributions are the joint work of the editor and offi-
cers. 	Opinions expressed in signed articles are not necessarily 
those of anyone but their authors. 

Back numbers of the Bulletins and Report on the High Street may 
be obtained from the editor (address above), as available, one shilling 
each plus postage. 	Unwanted copies may be sent to him for re-sale. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

Applications for membership, subscriptions and notice of change 
of address should be sent to the Treasurer. 	Suggestions for the 
Society's activities and all other correspondence should be sent to 
the Secretaries (address above), from whom may be obtained details of 
the Society's current programme and a brochure describing its objects 
and containing an application form for membership especially suitable 
for passing on to friends. 
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY 	Number 7: September 1971 

EDITORIAL 

'Why doesn't the East Grinstead Society raise its voice?' is a 
flattering question (which in one respect is answered on p.6) 	As 
the Society's voice is the collective voice of its members, raising it 
effectively depends on three things: members?  articulating their 
thoughts, full participation in the Society's activities, and every 
effort to raise membership to a level at which we may credibly claim 
to speak for the townspeople. 	Inviting friends to meetings or lending 
them our Bulletins can gain members. 	Helping with our 'Britain in 
Bloom' project (see below) shows the general public what we stand for. 
Your thoughts can be expressed from the floor on lL  October when we 
elect a new Committee and at other times through its members, by writ-
ing to the Secretaries and by sending contributions for the Bulletins. 
The continuance of the latter depends on your suggestions, comments, 
criticisms, questions, recollections and information. 	Our last issue 
was disappointingly thin. 	You have until 17 December to ensure that 
our January number will be really representative of all our interests 

MEET INGS 

THE PRESENT AND FUTURE IN THE SOUTH-EAST was the subject of an inform-
ative, sometimes provocative and often entertaining talk, showing up 
much of the self-interest in our attitudes, given by Sir Maurice Hack-
ett, Chairman of the South Eastern Economic Planning Council on 29 
April. 	A good number of members of similar bodies from neighbouring 
areas attended by invitation. 	Moat Church Hall made an agreeable 
change from the Parish Halls. 

EAST GRINSTEAD'S FUTURE ADMINISTRATION under the proposed local gov-
ernment reforms was the subject of a public meeting specially convened 
by the Society on 27 May. 	Our member Councillor Rushman gave an ad- 
mirably balanced and disinterested account of the cases for and 
against the various possibilities. 	After vigorous discussion the 
meeting voted nem. con, in favour of staying in East Sussex. 

The poor response to coffee before meetings has made it a waste of 
time and resources and so it is no longer served. 	Thanks are due, 
ho,ever, to Mrs Cheal, Mrs Huggett and Mrs Leppard for their labours. 

A TOUR OF THE PARISH CHURCH, conducted by our member the Vicar, Preb-
endary H.C.F.Copsey, on 22 July continued our custom of alternating 
visits to private houses and public buildings. 	The rather later date 
than usual was perhaps responsible for the comparatively thin attend-
ance. We are grateful to the Vicar for so willingly taking on all 
the arrangements for us at a busy time of year. 

THE COMMITTEE met on 6 May and 17 June. 	Efforts to interest local 
schools continue but competitions have proved impracticable 

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING will be held on Thursday 14 October. The 
business will include electing a new Chairman, Treasurer and Commit-
tee. 	Nominations may be sent in to the Secretaries now. 	The health 
of the Society will be reflected by a real election and new blood on 
the Committee. 	It is hoped to have a speaker on the natural history 
of the district - an aspect of our heritage we have so far neglected. 

'BRITAIN 	IN BLOOM' 

The Society has undertaken responsibility for the patch of ground 
between College Lane and the Playfi.eld. 	A start on the work will be 
made in October. 	Once the site has been cleared only light mainten- 
ance will be needed. 	All members who can spare some time are asked 
to contact the Secretaries now. Skill or strength is not essential. 
Here is an invaluable opportunity for us to practise publicly what we 
preach and to take a visible lead among local organisations in caring 
for the town. If we fail in this we cannot expect much notice to be 
taken of the things we say. 
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CONTRIBUTED BY MEMBERS 

TEMPTATION '.  

Part way round the Playfield has appeared a staring white fence. 
Its purpose is hrd to guess. Saving of children from plunging down 
the bank into motor cars? Why then a huge gap at the most dangerous 
point? Inability to leave alone a calm stretch of grass? Municip-
alisation at any price, the price of one more thing to be repaired and 
painted and take up more time in mowing and trimming round it? 

It is easy to criticise Councillors. 	They put in a good deal of 
time and get small credit. We cannot somehow think of them as Othel-
lo's 'most potent, grave and reverend signiors', but they are humane 
Who are we to grudge them a little political bickering or inflation of 
the ego as a just reward? They are dangerously exposed to paternal-
ism and not, perhaps, aware of all its influence: the subtle lure of 
leaving one's mark uoon natural surroundings, the busybody complex, 
the desire to cry 'See now the real physical evidence of my concern: 
what a good boy am I.' 	 PEEVISH OLDSTER 

PUNCTURED 

Some citizens have probably admired the line of trees which 
shades the walk along the west side of Mount Noddy Recreation Ground. 
Trusting to a boy's memory one would judge that the land first became 
public open space about sixty years ago. 	Some time thereafter a civ- 
ic ceremony was planned when councillors and other worthies would each 
put a tree in the earth. 	On the eve of the appointed day the care- 
fully spaced holes were dug and the young trees laid by: and in the 
night which followed certain ribald men planted them, thoroughly and 
deep. 	At the mornings resurrection one was not present. 	In the 
afternoon it rained and clustering umbrellas marked the completion of 
'maimed rites'. 	It was mild devilry, aimed, not without subtlety, at 
civic self-importance. 	 R.H.WOOD 

NOTES FOR MEMBERS 

OUR COVER PICTURE, of Mills's Rocks, one of the town's neglected amen-
ities, is another of W.R.Pepper's illustrations to his East Grinstead 
and Its Environs (1885). 	He describes them as 'a complete amphithe- 
atre of immense rocks, crowned by a mass of growing underwood and oak, 
Intermingled with the graceful birch. 	The curious formation of the 
rocks, the varied hues - bright yellow in some places, here a spot of 
pale azure blue, there a tinge of red and orange - while the cold grey 
constituting the general ground colour of the rocks, springing out of 
a bright green margin composed of young brake, produce a charm that 
well repays the pedestrian any labour in the journey. 	After leaving 
this beautiful soot, there are other rocks which are well worth in-
spection, and vhich may be seen by obtaining permission of the owner, 
Nr.J.Mills, of the adjacent tannery.' 	Today there is no need to ob- 
tain permission, the tannery is gone and there are few signs of an ab- 
ortive pre-war attempt to excavate sand for glass-making. 	Several 
paths converge at the rocks. 	On a first visit the easiest approach 
Is from Lewes Road via Windmill Lane, a name recalling another lost 
industrial building here, Cuttens Mill, demolished in 1882. 

FOLLOWING THINGS UP: A.Dale, James Wyatt is the standard work on the 
architect of St Swithun's but contains no local details. 	Much gener- 
al information may be found in the guide on sale In the Church or, 
more fully, in the pre-war editions which may be seen in libraries. 

REMINISCENCES: Only 'Punctured' (above) was received for this issue 
so we renew our appeal to older townspeople and those who can recall 
what their elders once told them of life here. 

SUCCESS: Following our representations the freezers advertisement has 
been removed from the pavement outside Old Stone House. 

MEMBERSHIP of the Society is now about 210. 



EAST GRINSTEAD POTTERY WORKS (Estab. 1855), 
NEAR THE RAILWAY STATION. 

THE POTTERY: A REPORT 	H. FOSTER, PROPRIETOR. 
raaiifaotucr of every de.crtptlon of 

by C.W.Goolden 	 PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL POTTERY. 
Chhnncy, Meqt-kate, Rustic i;id other tescrtptlons of Flower Pot s. 

Vues of every Design and Stxc made to Order. 

As members will know, the East Grinstead Pottery Works, established 
in 1855, has been demolished, having been bequeathed to Sackville Coll-
ege on the death of the last of the Fosters earlier this year. 

When I went over the buildings I found all the tools and equipment 
undisturbed, just as they were left after the last firing in March 1942. 

On the ground floor I discovered the remains of one of the five 
potter's wheels and the position of the master's wheel. 	Beside it were 
shelves containing his tools, gauges, scrapers for making moulds, col- 
ouring materials, varnishes, etc. 	Down the centre of the room were 
drying racks for unfired pottery, heated by hot pipes. 	On some shelves 
and the floor I found dozens of moulds and patterns. 

In one of the lean-to buildings at the rear were two clay extruders 
used for pipe making with many of the original pipe gauges. 	The other 
lean-to stabled a pony which powered the brick-lined puddling tank and 
the pug mill. 	The latter has gone to the Open Air Museum at Singleton. 
One of the extruders will be at Horsham Museum on loan till East Grin-
stead has a museum of its own. 

Upstairs, after breaking through the lath and plaster, I found 
shelves containing 20 or 30 unfired pots and dishes. 	In a desk I dis- 
covered the ground colours and glaze used for the pots, which was im-
ported from Belgium. 

The wood-fired kiln was in perfect condition, built of 4-1" brick, 
the main firing chamber having a domed roof and four vent traps above. 

I also discovered on the upper floor 1,700 photographic glass 
plates dating from 1864 to the late 1920 1 s, mainly of East Grinstead, its 
buildings and roads and surrounding villages, including the original 
plates for the illustrations proposed for W.H.Hills' History -of East 
Grinstead. 	Some have been printed. 	A list is being made and will be 
available to members of the Society later in the year. 

Nearby were the remains of nearly a dozen early plate cameras. 

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES by P.D.Wood and M.J.Leppard 

The photographs seem to be partly the professional stock of a local 
photographer named Harding and partly the skilled amateur work of one of 
the Fosters. Trade cards of A.& E,Basebe, Oakcroft Studio, found near- 
by, suggest he may have bought up other stocks. 	The Society hopes to 
finance the printing of a selection of views of the town to be lodged in 
the public library. 

Edward Steer's assertion (in his 1899 Reminiscences, recently re-
produced in the Courier) that in the late 1850s the Pottery was run by 
the Lynn family appears to be erroneous. 	'H.Foster 1855 1  was painted 
on the Pottery wall and is corroborated by the 1885 advertisement repro- 
duced above. 	However, the foundation and subsequent history of the en- 
terprise remain to be investigated: there should be no lack of material, 
especially if any surviving employees or family friends can be contact- 
ed. 	If anyone cares to send any information to the editor hew will try 
to write it up in the January number. 

Thanks are due to Mr P.A.Wiliiaxns, Warden of Sackville College, for 
permitting thorough investigation and photographing of the buildings be-
fore and during demolition. 



6. 
OUR RAILWAY STATION 

by M.J.Leppard 

'Why doesn't the East Grinstead Society raise its voice?' a corre-
spondent recently asked the Courier, criticising the proposed demoli-
tion of what is left of our station in a letter which repays careful 
consideration. 	'Our Victorian heritage is just as worthy of preserva- 
tion as the Tudor Houses in the High Street' 

The Society's Committee discussed the subject at its last meeting 
but realised the difficulties of preserving one awkward Island In the 
middle of a road from the clocktower to Station Road, a spur to the by-
pass, a car park and a bus station as well as a new railway station. 
It is not as if it were an integral part of the street scene In the way 
that the old houses in the High Street are. 	Obviously the lay-out and 
facilities at the existing station are not suitable for modern work for 
which they were not designed and obviously electrification when It 
comes must mean extensive rebuilding as it has elsewhere. 	If we want 
an efficient train service '.\e must accept the conditions for it. 

But we do not assert, as some do, that one man's Victorian gem is 
another's Victorian monstrosity, that it's all just 'a matter of taste' 
- remarks which, denying the existence of aesthetic criteria, are too 
often a cover for philistine commercialism or a blanket to stifle dis-
cussion of the decisions of authorities and officials. 

As the lady quoted above points out 'the cast iron columns on the 
platforms are beautiful examples of Victorian craft'. 	One may also 
draw attention to the quality of the structure, solid and with no 
skimping of details, an attractive example of the LB.& S.C.R.'s ver-
sion of the 'Queen Anne' style, with handsome woodwork, originally 
painted in chocolate and cream, the company's colours. 	A notable 
feature Is the refreshment room built like the billiard room In contem-
porary gentlemen's houses with a lantern window in the roof. 

A thought may also be spared for the warehouse, which has the ap-
peal of functional simplicity, next to the original station house (by 
the Glanfield), and the very fine brick viaduct, equally threatened. 

But, as we have realised with Zion Chapel, those who would pre-
serve buildings no longer wanted for their original purposes must sug-
gest suitable new uses. 	The Courier's correspondent, recognising 
this, suggests a town museum, exhibition hail or practice room for the 
N.T.C. band. 	But, alas for such imaginative ideas, the U.D.C. has 
approved the proposed new design while the money for it Is available. 
It has to be realistic, and our Society must try to be realistic too. 

But it's not yet too late to go and study what's left. 

LOCAL HISTORY NOTES 

THE WEALDEN IRON RESEARCH GROUP, formed in 1968 to continue the work 
pioneered by Ernest Straker in his Wealden Iron (1931),  Is forming lo-
cal teams for systematic fieldwork. 	Anyone Interested in a team for 
the East Grinstead area Is invited to write to Mr B.K.Herbert, 1, Mill 
Close, Hurst-an-Clays Estate or to call on him any weekday evening. 
No knowledge or experience is necessary. 	Here Is a chance to make a 
real contribution to our knowledge of an important feature of the eco-
nomy of S.E.England concerning which surprisingly little is known. 

QUERY: Why did East Grinstead's Fairs, recalled in our last issue, 
come to an end? We know of moves against them In 1875  because of the 
heavy drinking that went with them, In 1879 the Rev.C.W.Payne Crawfurd 
published A Plea for the Abolition of East Grinstead Fair, and in 1911 
the Observer commented that the absence of stalls and amusement enclo-
sures that December removed the grounds for opposition. 	Perhaps some 
of our older members can tell us whether these reasons prevailed, or 
the Great War, or increasing motor traffic, or what? 	 M.J.L. 



RESOURCES FOR THE 

by R.H.Adderl 

I have every sympathy with 
issue) about the limitations of 
stead and would like to offer a 
Branch Library Is concerned. 

7. 
STUDY OF EAST GRINSTEAD 

y, Branch Librarian 

Mr Leppard's regrets (p,7  of our last 
resources for the study of East Grin-
few crumbs of hope as far as the County 

I have been considering for some time the possibility of moving 
most of the local history collection from my office to the open 
shelves, mainly for reference only. 	The difficulties are lack of 
space and the possibility of books' disappearing, many of them diffi- 
cult to replace. 	Mr Leppard's useful article gives me some impetus to 
tackle this and other local history problems more promptly. 

Probably your chief disadvantage is having a librarian who has 
only been in East Grinstead a year. 	This will, of course, improve. 
I have already taken the valuable step of joining your Society. 	I in- 
tend soon to review the entries in the library's catalogue for Sussex 
and Surrey material, which will also increase my knowledge of it. 
Meanwhile I appreciate any help the Society's members can give: I have 
had a great deal already. 

The County Library's policy is to centralise most of the local 
history material at Lewes but the County Librarian has promised to send 
a list of what is particularly relevant to East Grinstead and is will-
ing to lend items for displays. 	I hope to get similar concessions 
from the County Record Office. We have already had an exhibition of 
maps kindly lent by Mr P.D.Wood and there will be other local history 
displays from time to time. 	I also Intend to compile a duplicated 
list of Sussex books in this library. 

I should point out that we do have files of the Observer and 
Courier from 1959. 	There are maps, but only recent ones, up to 2--": 
perhaps we can make some improvements here. 

The County Librarian, R.T.G.Rowsell, comments on Mr Leppard's art-
icle: 'This is, of course, a very natural thing for any town the size 
of East Grinstead, but particularly in these days of financial crises I 
am afraid it is one that must receive a great deal of local financial 
supoort rather than expect money from the rates. 	The Newhaven and 
Seaford Historical Society effort ... is the kind of thing to be ap- 
plauded and vill be successful if the local people want it. 	Should we 
ever be able to plan a new branch library in East Grinstead in the cen-
tre of the town then obviously we would keep the question of display 
area for such material very much in mind.' 

We are grateful to Mr Adderley for taking up our offer to write an 
informed reply to the article in question and for his sympathetic and 
reasonable attitude. 	In an encouraging editorial the Courier comment- 
ed: 'We feel sure that if the Society sets up the right sort of commit-
tee a deal of interest in a museum project would be aroused and finan- 
cial support would follow.' 	If members would like to take any action 
will they please write to the editor, if possible before the A.G.M. so 
that information can then be given? 

Meanwhile we can do all in our poi.ier to support our local library. 
The article on p. 5 shows how our Society hopes to give it financial as-
sistance in acquiring some important old photographs of the town. 	As 
private persons we can all help by offering the Libary such things as 
out-of-date guide books and directories, maps and old postcards before 
throwing them away. The Library has no funds for scouring secondhand 
bookshops. 	(Nor have School Libraries, which will also welcome offers 
of such material.) 

M.J.L. 
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PEASHIY1'TLS GATE 

by M.J.Leppard 

Till very recently - perhaps even now - older people were wont to 
use the name Peahuttlers Gate for Luxfords or Horseshoe Lane, which 
runs down to the farms of those names, and the new sewage works, south-
wards from Lewes Road. Apparently there was a time when a gate barred 
the entrance to the lane and simple people had rationalised into a new 
name the words written on it, no doubt read by the more learned to the 
less: Please shut the gate. 

In 1855  'the deep hollow lane that leads down to Lwcfords Farm' was 
thus described: 'A lovely lane, indeed, in early spring; when children 
go out to look for the first primrose, and bring home wonderful tales 
that the alder is already out, that a lark really sang, that the dais-
ies are on the sunny bank, that there is one branch of blackthorn in 
blossom, and carry back one half-opened primrose-bud as a trophy over 
winter. 	Loier it is In the May night, when the nightingale is 
there.' 

That comes from J.M.Neale's Lent Legends, a book of stories for 
children each illustrating one of the ten commandments. 	Each had some 
factual basis and was designed to be more attractive than most Lenten 
reading. 	The one quoted, The Oak of Luxford's Lane, is, he says, an 
old Sussex story of the great storm of the night of 26-27 November 
1703, but put in a setting with which he was familiar. 	It tells how, 
on the night of the storm, a man receives an urgent message that his 
father is dying in Sackville College. 	Leaving their cottage in Lux- 
fords Lane he and his wife fight their way through the storm to the 
College. 	On returning next morning they find that the old oak by 
their home has come down in the storm and demolished it. 	So, in doing 
their duty by the fifth commandment they have saved their lives 

	

Neale was evidently attached to that part of East Grinstead. 	In 
1854, writing to his small son from Porto, he says, 'It is a great 
city, all built up and down hills, and such steep hills to be sure; 
steeper than Liixford's Lane' and in Lent 1859, preaching in Sackville 
College Chapel, he says, 'Think of the garden of Joseph of Arimathea, 
in all its spring beauty, a garden full of rocks,-- something like the 
Luxford rocks here'. 	A daughter later recalled Luxford Rocks as a 
favourite spot for family picnics. 

It is a reasonable guess that Neale heard the legend of the storm 
from one of the inmates of the College. 	Certainly he seems to have 
noted Sussex ways of speech, as his telling of the story illustrates. 
The cottage is 'an ellenge place indeed - as we say in Sussex', i.e. an 
isolated one, and 'it began to rain in fitty squalls', i.e. fitful 
ones. 	Characters in the story say 'He was took worse', 'I felt quite 
lonely like' and 'one while' (i.e. at one time). 	Finally: he 'put off 
his darnocks (for he had been hedging)'. 	Darnock (variously spelt) is 
a course kind of cloth, but can anyone tell me what the garment is? 

NEW BOOKS OF LOCAL INTEREST 

How to trace the History of your House and How to trace the His-
tory of your Family, produced by the County Record Office (to which 
anyone making such studies in East Grinstead would eventually have to 
turn for material) are obtainable from the C.R.0., Pelham House, Lewes 
(20 n.p. each). 	The Sussex Record Society's vol.68 The. Journal of 
Giles Moore, Rector of Horsted Keynes 1656-79, replacing the selections 
in the Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol.1 (listed in our last is- 
sue) contains some East Grinstead references. 	As It is mainly an 
account book It is not very readable but fascinating details of mid- 
17th century country life emerge. 	(S .R .S., Barbican House, Lewes; or 
£5 to non-members in the shops) A Hundred Years of Moat, a well-pro-
duced history of Moat Church, may be obtained from the Minister, the 
Manse, Windmill Lane. 	J.M.Neale, Cambridge Apostle, announced in Jan- 
uary, is not now expected till next spring. 

M.J.LEPPA.RD 


